Abstract-Worker recruitment is a crucial research problem in Mobile Crowd Sensing (MCS). While previous studies rely on a specified platform with a pre-assumed large user pool, this paper leverages the influence propagation on the social network to assist the MCS worker recruitment. We first select a subset of users on the social network as initial seeds and push MCS tasks to them. Then, influenced users who accept tasks are recruited as workers, and the ultimate goal is to maximize the coverage. Specifically, to select a near-optimal set of seeds, we propose two algorithms, named Basic-Selector and Fast-Selector, respectively. Basic-Selector adopts an iterative greedy process based on the predicted mobility, which has good performance but suffers from inefficiency concerns. To accelerate the selection, Fast-Selector is proposed, which is based on the interdependency of geographical positions among friends. Empirical studies on two real-world datasets verify that Fast-Selector achieves higher coverage than baseline methods under various settings, meanwhile, it is much more efficient than Basic-Selector while only sacrificing a slight fraction of the coverage.
INTRODUCTION
T HE idea of crowdsourcing rapidly mobilizes large numbers of people to work collectively for accomplishing complicated tasks [1] . Recently, with the proliferation of sensor-rich mobile devices, a special form of crowdsourcing called Mobile Crowd Sensing(MCS) [3] (a.k.a., mobile crowdsourcing or participatory sensing) has become an emerging paradigm to collaboratively collect sensing data and extract knowledge in smart cities. Different from the general crowdsourcing, MCS requires mobile users (called workers) physically move to certain locations and collect local sensing data. By aggregating data from a group of dynamically moving workers in different subareas, the task organizers could easily obtain a "big picture" of the sensing phenomenon (e.g., air quality, temperature or noise level) in the entire sensing target area.
The success of MCS requires the participation from a large number of workers. Thus, how to recruit a large group of workers and appropriately assign tasks is a major research problem [5] , [10] , [13] , [19] . In particular, sensing quality (e.g., coverage) and cost (e.g., incentive budget) are two significant but opposing concerns for the organizers. Accordingly, state-of-the-art studies propose optimal worker selection strategies to achieve a good tradeoff between sensing quality and cost. They commonly assume that workers are recruited from a pre-built and task-specific MCS system, where there is already a large pool of candidate workers. Thus, their goal is to select an appropriate subset of users from the pool with the consideration of sensing quality and cost.
However, such assumptions may not hold in real-world practices. For an MCS application, it takes the time to accumulate an adequately large user group [12] . Especially when an MCS application has just been released to the public, mobile users may not even know about it. Under such circumstances, the assumed large user pool no longer exists. Thus, the above worker selection approaches fail to achieve high data quality for the MCS tasks, even if all candidate users are selected. Therefore, it is challenging to recruit workers under such a cold-start situation, which, to the best of our knowledge, has not been addressed in the previous literature for MCS.
The popularity of mobile social networks (MSN) (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, and Foursquare, etc.) has created new mediums for information sharing and propagation. Pilot studies on real-world datasets [9] , [25] , [26] , [29] prove that it is feasible to advertise novel products or innovative ideas through the influence propagation on social networks.
Inspired by this, instead of relying on specific MCS platforms, this paper attempts to recruit workers of MCS task in a novel manner, that is, exploiting social network as the recruitment platform. First, we select a subset of users on the MSN as initial seeds and push tasks to them. Then, influenced users accept the tasks and propagate to their friends through the spread of influence [26] , and get a certain amount of incentive reward in return. Specifically, the objective of seeds selection in this paper is to maximize the temporal-spatial coverage of the MCS task obtained by finally influenced users with the following two constraints.
The number of initial seeds. Just as advertising any other products or ideas on social networks, pushing MCS tasks to mobile users bring them intrusiveness [16] . Thus, in this paper, instead of broadcasting an MCS task to a large number of users, we assume that the number of initial seeds is limited. The number of recruited workers. For a certain MCS task, there is a total budget constraint for recruiting the workers. We assume that each influenced user would be recruited as workers and given an equal reward, thus the number of recruited users is limited. In other words, through the spread of influence on the social network, the number of finally influenced users is limited. To further demonstrate the research issues and challenges, a motivating case is illustrated as follows. The city government has developed an MCS application, named AirSense, through which citizens can sense and report real-time AQI (Air Quality Index) in the city through the embedded sensor in their smartphones. The entire sensing area of AirSense is divided into 100 virtual subareas (e.g., 5km Â 5km per subarea), while the entire duration is divided into several equal-length cycles (e.g., one hour per cycle). A subarea in a cycle is considered to be covered when at least one AQI reading is obtained. The total budget for worker recruitment is 10000 US dollars. As AirSense is beneficial for the public health, the social network owner is quite willing to assist its worker recruitment. Thus, we need to develop an algorithm to decide a limited number of users (e.g., at most 100) as initial seeds and push the task/application to them. Then, AirSense would be propagated through the social network with the spread of influence. Users can accept the task, download the app to report sensing data, and meanwhile recommend it to their friends. Each of these users can get a fixed equal reward (e.g., 5 US dollars) in return.
From the above use case, we can see that the key problem is selecting a subset of users on the social network as seeds, with the objective of maximizing the temporal-spatial coverage obtained by finally influenced users under two constraints: a) the number of initial seeds should be no more than 100; b) the number of recruited workers should be no more than 10000/5=2000. Given a certain subset of users (i.e., initial seeds), we assume that the propagation of MCS task will be terminated, either when there are no new users accept the task or when the number of recruited workers reach to the limitation.
To some extent, the above-defined problem is similar to the influence maximization [21] , [22] , [25] , [26] in social network research community, which aims at selecting a predefined number of seeds with the goal of maximizing the number of influenced users. However, the maximized number of collaborative MCS workers does not necessarily result in an optimal coverage. This is because users commonly spread their influence to those with similar routine trajectories [15] , thus the collected data is redundant in some subareas while inadequate in others. Therefore, existing seeds selection algorithms for influence maximization cannot be directly adopted in our defined problem.
With the above mentioned research objective and challenges, the main contributions of this paper are:
Different from previous research work relying on MCS-specialized platforms with isolated users, we study a novel MCS worker recruitment problem by leveraging the spread of influence among connected users on social networks. With sensing coverage, users' intrusiveness and total incentive budget in mind, we define a seeds selection optimization problem. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to study the coverage optimization problem in MCS when the workers are recruited in the social networks. We propose two algorithms (i.e., Basic-Selector and Fast-Selector) to select a near-optimal set of users as seeds. Basic-Selector adopts an iterative greedy process based on the predicted temporal-spatial coverage, which obtains better coverage but suffers from efficiency drawback when executed on a large-scale social network. Fast-Selector significantly reduces the computation by introducing a heuristic utility function, with the observation for interdependency of geographical positions among friends in the online social network. Besides, by further investigating the stop timing of the influence propagation, Fast-Selector adaptively adopts different utility functions in various iterations to better maximize the coverage. We evaluate our approach extensively using two real-world datasets with social network structures (users and their friendships) and users' mobility traces. The experimental results verify that the FastSelector outperforms baseline methods in obtained temporal-spatial coverage under various settings. Meanwhile, the Fast-Selector runs much more efficiently than the Basic-Selector while only sacrificing a small proportion of temporal-spatial coverage.
RELATED WORK
In this paper, we leverage the influence propagation in social networks to assist the worker recruitment in MCS. Thus, we review the related literature from two topics: MCS workers recruitment and influence maximization in the social network.
MCS Worker Recruitment
Recruiting a large group of MCS workers and assigning tasks is a major research topic for MCS.
A set of research works aims at maximizing the data quality of MCS with certain constraints. The authors in [4] propose a novel task allocation framework to maximize the spatial coverage of multiple tasks with the sensing capability constraints. The authors of [5] [7] study develop greedy-based worker selection mechanisms to maximize the temporal-spatial coverage of crowdsensing with the predefined number of workers. Singla et al. [6] propose a novel adaptive worker selection mechanism for maximizing temporal-spatial coverage under total incentive constraint with respect to privacy. [17] , [18] consider a new version of task assignment problem, where the optimization goal is to maximize the coverage quality under an overall budget constraint. Another set of research studies, one the other hand, aim at minimizing the cost while ensuring a certain degree of the data quality. Zhang et al. [19] and Xiong et al. [8] , [20] study offline worker selection in piggyback mobile crowd sensing for probabilistic coverage. Karaliopoulos et al. [10] study the user recruitment for mobile crowd sensing over opportunistic networks, in order to minimize the total cost while ensuring the full coverage of POI (points-of-interest). Hachem et al. [11] propose a worker selection framework for MCS, which reduces the number of selected workers by predicting mobile users' future locations in next time slot (or sensing cycle) based on their current location and recent trajectory. Moreover, Liu et al. [13] proposed two task allocation optimization approaches for two different situations. One is when there are few workers and many tasks, and the other is when there are few tasks and many workers. Kandappu et al. [14] designed, developed and experimented with a real-world mobile crowd-tasking platform on the university campus, and study the workers behavior and pricing strategies in MCS worker recruitment.
The above mentioned research works all assume that the workers are recruited from a pre-built specialized MCS platforms with an adequately large user group, and their goal is to select an appropriate subset of users as workers. In these studies, the users on the MCS platform are regarded as independent individuals. On the contrary, instead of relying on specialized MCS platforms with large user pools, this paper utilizes social network as the medium to recruit workers. The potential candidates are not isolated but are connected users on a social network. Therefore, it considers social structures among candidate users, influence propagation model of MCS tasks, and efficient seeds selection algorithm, which are not addressed in the above pieces of literature.
Furthermore, there are a few studies which also attempt to integrate social networking apps into MCS process [35] , [36] , [37] , [38] , [40] . In these research works, the authors extract various types of useful information (e.g., profile and friendship) from social network to assist the MCS process (e.g., modeling reputation and inferring expertise). These mechanisms and our proposed approach are complementary to each other. For example, these methods can help extract useful social metadata, which may help to extend our propagation models and seed selection process. However, in these studies, MCS task propagation among friends is not introduced to worker recruitment. Moreover, they do not address the seed selection optimization problem with proposed algorithms.
Influence Maximization in Social Networks
The spread of information or influence upon the social network is a fundamental issue in social network analysis. The problem of influence maximization [21] has been well studied as a crucial problem, which can be generalized by finding a subset of influential nodes that can influence the largest number of nodes in the network [22] . Kempel et al. establish that the optimization problem of influence maximization is NP-hard [21] . They use the Greedy algorithm (GA) and prove that the optimal solution for influence maximization can be approximated to within a factor. Authors in [27] propose methods to discover influential event organizers from online social networks who are essential to the overall success of social events. In [28] the authors propose the Comparative Independent Cascade (Com-IC) model that covers the full spectrum of entity interactions from competition to complementarity and study self-influence maximization and complementary-influence maximization problems. The main problem of influence maximization related algorithms is the inefficiency, especially when the social network contains a large number of nodes. Consequently, Chen et al. [24] propose an improved version of the Greedy algorithm, called NewGreedy. To make the result better, it takes the first round with NewGreedy algorithm and the rest rounds using CELF Greedy algorithm, called MixGreedy, which is shown to be more efficient than previously proposed Greedy algorithms. In [25] , [26] the authors propose a new algorithm called community-based greedy algorithm for mining top-K influential nodes.
Though the approach proposed in this paper also involves the influence spread on social networks, it differs from the above mentioned studies in the following aspects: 1)Different optimization goal and constraint. The optimization goal of above literature is to find a pre-defined number of nodes, with the objective of maximizing the total number of influenced users, while our work is to maximize the temporalspatial coverage of MCS with one additional constraint (i.e., the maximum number of influenced users). 2)Different seeds selection algorithm. Seed selection algorithms in the above literature cannot be directly adopted to solve our problem, because the maximized number of influenced users may not be able to achieve a good temporal-spatial coverage for the MCS task. This is because the influenced users on the social network are always similar in terms of their trajectories [15] , so that sensor readings may be redundant in some subareas while insufficient in others. 3)Different influence propagation model. When determining whether the users would be influenced, the adopted models in the above work only consider the influence from their neighbors. In contrast, this paper extends the state-of-the-art propagation models in the social network by introducing MCS-specific features.
SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we first define the system models and present relevant assumptions, including the MCS task specification and influence propagation model on social networks. Then, we formulate the temporal-spatial coverage maximization problem for MCS when the workers are recruited on the social network.
MCS Task Specification
As illustrated in the use case, this paper focuses on the distributed environment monitoring task. We use the temporalspatial coverage as the metric to characterize the sensing quality, which is widely used in the state-of-the-art work (e.g., [5] , [6] , [7] ). Specifically, the organizer specifies the target sensing area consisting of a set of subareas, denoted as S ¼ fs 1 ; s 2 :::s i :::s m g, and sensing duration which is divided into equal-length cycles, denoted as C ¼ fc 1 ; c 2 :::c j :::c n g. Thus, there are m Â n number of temporal-spatial cells, which forms a set denoted as S Â C ¼ fðs i ; c j Þjs i 2 S; c j 2 Cg. Then, the temporal-spatial coverage is measured as the fraction of temporal-spatial cells being covered by the mobility of a set of workers W ¼ fw 1 ; w 2 :::w l g, which is denoted as jCoveredðW Þj jSÂCj
, where CoveredðW Þ is the set of temporal-spatial cells with at least one sensor reading.
MCS-Specific Influence Propagation Models
In order to characterize the influence propagation through the social network, there are two mainstream models, i.e., the Independent Cascade model (IC model) and Linear Threshold model (LT model) [21] . In both models, at any time step, a user is either active (an adopter of the information) or inactive. In the IC model, when an inactive user becomes active at time t, it gets exactly one chance to independently activate its currently inactive neighbors at time t þ 1. In the LT model, the sum of incoming edge weights on any node is assumed to be at most 1 and every user chooses an activation threshold uniformly at random from [1] . At any time-stamp, if the sum of incoming influence (edge weights) from the active neighbors of an inactive user exceeds its threshold, it becomes active. In both models, influence propagates until no more users can become active.
However, it is inappropriate to directly adopt the above models in our MCS worker recruitment problem. This is because, when determining whether the user would be influenced (i.e., accepting the task), both the IC model and LT model only consider the influence from the neighbors in the social network, without taking specific factors about MCS tasks into account. Thus, in order to model the probability of task acceptance, we extend IC and LT model by integrating MCS-specific factors in Definitions 1 and 2, respectively.
Definition 1 (Extended IC Model).
Based on the basic concept of IC model, the probability of user u accepting an MCS task T is calculated as follows:
where p 0 is the base influence probability in traditional IC model which is a pre-defined constant, while I 1 ðT; uÞ; I 2 ðT; uÞ; . . . ; I L ðT; uÞ are the increase of influence posed by L MCS-specific factors. The intuition behind (1) is that the probability of accepting an MCS task for a certain worker is calculated by aggregating the influence from his/her neighbors and multiple MCS-specific factors.
Definition 2 (Extended LT Model).
Based on the basic concept of LT model, the threshold of each inactive user is defined as follows:
where u 0 is the base influence threshold which is a pre-defined constant, while I 1 ðT; uÞ; I 2 ðT; uÞ; . . . ; I L ðT; uÞ are the increase of influence (or the decrease of influence threshold) posed by L MCS-specific factors. The intuition behind (2) is that the threshold of accepting an MCS task is influenced by the original threshold of LT model and multiple MCS-specific factors.
In both the extended IC model and LT model, the key issue is how to choose the influence increase function I 1 ðT; uÞ; I 2 ðT; uÞ; . . . ; I L ðT; uÞ. According to WeberFechner law in the field of psychophysics [39] , with the increase of external stimulus, humans perception is enhanced but the degree of enhancement decreases (i.e., diminishing return property).
To keep this property, we choose function Iðx; I max Þ ¼
þ 1 to measure the increase of influencing probability, where x is the input probability increasing parameter varying from one factor to another and I max is the maximum increase. Then we have Ið0; I max Þ ¼ 1, Ið1; I max Þ ¼ I max , @Iðx;ImaxÞ @x > 0 for x 2 ð0; 1Þ.This function is borrowed from [31] , in which it is used to measure the probability increase for attending certain social-network-based events.
There are multiple MCS-specific factors, and we illustrate how the input probability increasing parameter x in Iðx; I max Þ is defined in two exemplary factors: (a) whether the incentive is attractive; (b) whether the topic of a task is interesting. We choose these two because they are significant factors to influence the users participation willingness according to the state-of-the-art studies [30] , [31] .
Factor Example 1: Topical Interest. We use I 1 ðT; uÞ to measure the influence increase brought by the match between the user's interest and the topic of the MCS task.
where I max1 is the upper bound of increase which is a predefined constant, and CosðT:topic ! ; u:interest ! Þ is the cosine similarity between vector T:topic ! and u:interest ! .
For example, assuming that there is a full set containing five topics, i.e., {"air quality", "environment monitoring", "sports", "movie", "politics"}, we give each topic an index. If the T:topic ! in the above use case application AirSense is {"air quality", "environment monitoring"} and u:interest ! of a specific user u is {"air quality", "sports", "movie"}, then T:topic ! =(1,1,0,0,0) and u:interest ! = (1,0,1,1,0).
Factor Example 2: Incentive Attraction. The influence increase brought by the match between the task's provided reward and the user's expectation is denoted as I 2 ðT; uÞ ¼ IðF ðT; uÞ; I max2 Þ, where I max2 is the upper bound of increase pre-defined as a constant and F ðT; uÞ is the attraction of task T 's incentive for u. For example, F ðT; uÞ can be defined as: where u:minimum is lower bound incentive reward influencing F ðT; uÞ. The intuition behind (4) is that: if the reward is lower than the users lowest expectation, then the reward cannot increase the probability of acceptance (i.e., F ðT; uÞ ¼ 0, thus I 2 ðF ðT; uÞ; I max2 Þ ¼ 1). Otherwise, it increases with the increase of the provided incentive reward, but the maximum value of F ðT; uÞ is 1 (i.e., I 2 ðT; uÞ ¼ I max2 ).
Problem Definition
Based on the above MCS task specifications and extended influence propagation models, we define the worker recruitment problem on MSN as follows:
Given a set of temporal-spatial cells S Â C ¼ fðs i ; c j Þjs i 2 S; c j 2 Cg, a set of mobile users U ¼ fu 1 ; u 2 :::u k g on the social network who have at least a certain number of checkin data (including the timestamp and location) within S Â C, we denote the set of nodes U 0 U selected from the social network as initial seeds. fðU 0 Þ U is the set of influenced users (i.e., recruited workers) with the above extended IC or LT model on U 0 . We further denote where p is the maximum number of seeds and q is the maximum number of recruited workers.
BASIC-SELECTOR 4.1 Data Preparation and Mobility Profiling
In terms of how the MCS task is performed, we utilize the piggyback MCS manner [32] , which intends to reduce energy consumption by leveraging smartphone application opportunities to execute sensing tasks and report sensed result. Thus, in this paper, we assume that the mobile device would collect and report the sensing data when workers use their MSN applications to check-in. Given the check-in data of mobile users on the social network, we compute the check-in/mobility profile of each user, i.e., the probability of each user performing at least one check-in at a particular subarea in a given sensing cycle. Specifically, it computes the profile of each user with following two steps: We first map each worker's historical check-in traces onto sensing cycles. Then we count the average number of check-in behaviors by each worker at each subarea s i in each cycle c j , which is denoted as w;i;j . For example, to estimate w;i;j for sensing cycle c j from 08:00 to 09:00 of a specific day, we count the average number of check-in by at s i during the same period in the historical records.
Similar to several state-of-the-art studies [17] , [19] , [29] , we assume that the check-in behavior follows an inhomogeneous Poisson process. Thus, the probability of a worker to perform check-in for h times at subarea s i in sensing cycle c j can be modeled as:
Therefore, we can estimate the probability of worker perform at least one check-in during cycle c j at s i as follows:
Since we assume that the workers of MCS task would collect and report the sensing data when using their MSN applications for check-in, the probability of worker providing at least one sample for the assigned task during cycle c j at s i is predicted as:
Basic Seeds Selection Algorithm
Given users check-in/mobility profile and the influence propagation models, we propose a greedy-based seed selection algorithm named Basic-Selector, which iteratively selects the most beneficial seeds. Here, the benefit (or the utility) is defined as the temporal-spatial coverage increase when adding u x into the seeds set U 0 (see Formula (8)). The algorithm keeps selecting and adding new users until the number of seeds reaches to the limitation or none of the unselected users can increase the estimated temporalspatial coverage
The temporal-spatial coverage of finally recruited workers achieved by a given seeds set U 0 is estimated as following steps (see Fig. 1 ). First, we calculate the probability of each user to become the finally recruited worker. Inspired by the existing influence maximization approaches [22] , [26] , we run Monte-Carlo simulations [23] of the extended influence propagation model for sufficiently many times (typically 1000) to obtain an accurate estimate of the influence spread. The probability of a given user u x to become the worker is denoted as P ðT; u x Þ ¼ p 0 Ã I 1 ðT; u x Þ Ã I 2 ðT; u x Þ. Thus, at the end of this step, the probability of every user on the social network form a vector, which is called acceptance probability vector. The vector is formally denoted as < PðT; u 1 Þ; P ðT; u 2 Þ::::::P ðT; u k Þ > .
Then, given a specific temporal-spatial cell ðs i ; c j Þ for task T , we calculate its probability to be covered as follows:
Finally, the overall temporal-spatial coverage is estimated as:
Although the Basic-Selector is easy to implement, it suffers from the following severe drawbacks in efficiency: (i) The Monte-Carlo simulations that are executed sufficiently many times (typically 1000) to obtain an accurate estimate of spread prove to be very expensive [24] . (ii) The algorithm makes O(kp) calls to the spread estimation procedure (Monte-Carlo simulations in this case) where k is the number of nodes in the graph and p is the size of the seed set to be picked. To further investigate the inefficiency concern, we have designed the following empirical study.
First, we conduct the data profiling and mobility profiling based on the Brightkite dataset, which is a real-world MSN dataset. Then, the Basic-Selector is executed on a standard commercial sever by varying the number of users on the social network.
1 Fig. 2 shows the computation time with a different number of users. From the figure, we can see that the computation time increases dramatically with the increase in the number of users. Moreover, we can see that even finding a small seed set (25 in this empirical study) in a moderately large network (e.g., 2800 users) could take a day to complete on a modern server machine, whose configuration is presented later in the experimental evaluation section. Therefore, the inefficiency concern makes BasicSelector inappropriate to be adopted on a large-scale social network.
FAST-SELECTOR

Motivation and Intuitions
From the analysis and empirical study in Section 4.2, we can see that Basic-Selector has drawback in its efficiency. Thus, to make our proposed MCS worker recruitment mechanism applicable in large-scale social networks, we need to design a more efficient seed selection algorithm.
Actually, the computation time of Basic-Selector is mainly consumed in the multiple rounds of Monte-Carlo simulations while invoking the influence propagation model for each given set of seeds. To avoid running such timeconsuming simulations, we attempt to estimate the benefit of seeds through an alternative way. Specifically, we introduce an intuition-based metric to measure the utility when adding one user into the seeds set. The intuition mainly consists of the following two aspects.
First, in order to maximize the temporal-spatial coverage of an MCS task, we intuitively prefer to select more "influential" users, that is, nodes being able to propagate the MCS task to a larger number of users on the network. As the degree of a user on the social network graph is a widely-used indicator for measuring user's influence [24] , our algorithm prefers to select users with a higher degree as the seeds. Here the degree refers to the number of followers in a directed graph (e.g., Twitter), while it referring to the number of friends in an undirected graph (e.g., Facebook).
Second, we also note that our temporal-spatial coverage maximization problem is different from the influence maximization. As described in the related work, the goal of influence maximization problem is to maximize the number of influenced users [21] , while ours is to optimize temporalspatial coverage of an MCS task achieved by influenced users. The maximized number of influenced users may not be able to achieve an optimal temporal-spatial coverage. This is because a user commonly spreads his/her influence to others in the same community so that the influenced users obtained by influence maximization algorithms commonly share similar routine trajectories [15] , [26] . 2 Thus, even if the number of workers is maximum, the sensor readings of an MCS task may be redundant in some subareas while insufficient in others, which has a negative impact on the coverage maximization. Motivated by the above observation, we have another intuition, that is, if the selected seeds are distributed more uniformly within the entire sensing area, then the influenced users (i.e., recruited workers) would be distributed more uniformly as well, which would lead to higher temporal-spatial coverage. As a result, we also intuitively prefer to select users that can make the mobility trace of selected seeds more diverse after adding it.
Na€ ıveFast Algorithm
According to the above two intuitions, we propose a rank utility function as RðuÞ ¼ b Ã DegreeRankðu; AÞ þ ð1 À bÞÃ TriDiffRankðu; AÞ for adding one user u 2 U=A into the seed set A, where A is the seeds set obtained in the previous iteration. DegreeRankðu; AÞ is the rank of user u in terms of degree among the candidate nodes (i.e., U=A), where the users with the bigger degree have bigger rank number DegreeRankðu; AÞ. TriDiffRankðu; AÞ is the rank of user u in terms of average trajectory difference with the nodes in A, where the users with smaller average trajectory difference have bigger rank number TriDiffRankðu; AÞ. b is a parameter used to balance DegreeRankðu; AÞ and TriDiffRankðu; AÞ. Specifically, the average trajectory difference between u and the nodes in A is calculated by using Cosine Similarity. As we declared in Section 4.1, w;i;j is the average number of check-in data by each worker w 2 W at each subarea s i in each cycle c j . For each work w, we define the m Â n mobility matrix as M w , where the element in row i and column j is assigned as w;i;j . Then we connect each row of matrix M w into a vector and represent it as: M w ¼ ½ð w;1;1 ; . . . ; w;1;n Þ; . . . ; ð w;m;1 ; . . . ; w;m;n Þ:
Given a specific user u and seed set A obtained in the previous iteration, then the average trajectory difference between user u and users in A can be calculated by the following equation: Fig. 2 . Running time for Basic-Selector.
1. To vary the number of users, we randomly select a different number of users on the dataset, on which the Basic-Selector is executed.
2. Given a certain selected seed, its influence on the social network usually propagate to the nodes in the same community [26] . Moreover, the nodes in the same community are more likely to have similar trajectories [15] .
where M x ÁM u jjM x jjjjM u jj is the cosine similarity between M x and M u and jAj is the number of users in A. The smaller the (11) is, the bigger the average trajectory difference between u and users in A is.
A simple and straightforward algorithm is that in each iteration, it selects the user with maximum rank-based utility and add it into the seeds set, until the size of seeds reaches to the limitation. It is referred to as Na€ ıveFast in this paper, which serves as a baseline method in the latter experimental study. Na€ ıveFast is much more efficient than the above Basic-Selector because it avoids considerable computation on Monte-Carlo simulations of the influence propagation model in all iterations.
Fast-Selector: Two-Phase Approach
The Na€ ıveFast algorithm also has its drawback, when we investigate the complex propagation process of influence model. During the iterative greedy selection process, iterations can be divided into two different phases in terms of the timing when the MCS task propagation stops. In the first phase, when the number of selected users is small, the propagation will stop when there is no user to be influenced any longer. During this phase, the number of finally recruited workers would not reach to the limitation so that we call this phase "budget-insensitive". In the second phase, with the increase in the number of selected users, the MCS task propagation stops when the number of finally recruited workers reaches to the limitation so that we call this phase "budget-sensitive". Different phases have the following different properties.
In the budget-insensitive phase, when adding a new user into the seeds set, the overall obtained temporalspatial coverage will increase. This is because, in this phase, the influenced users by the seeds set obtained in the ith iteration will also be influenced by the seeds set obtained in the i þ 1th iteration. In the budget-sensitive phase, however, the influenced users by the seeds set obtained in the ith iteration may not be influenced by the seeds set obtained in the i þ 1th iteration. Thus, in this phase, if we still iteratively add a new user into the seeds set, the obtained temporal-spatial coverage may not necessarily increase. Based on the above characteristics, we propose the following two-phase-based fast seeds selection algorithm named Fast-Selector. By combining the idea of NaiveFast and Basic-Selector, different approaches and utility functions are adaptively used in different phases. In the budget-insensitive phase, we select users iteratively based on the intuition-based rank utility function RðuÞ, which is the same as Na€ ıveFast. In the budget-sensitive phase, as the propagation process becomes more complicated, we need to adopt more sophisticated utility function for making a more cautious decision about which should be the next newly added seed. Specifically, we choose the approach and utility function in (8) and (10) of BasicSelector to iteratively select the user, until the number of seeds reaches to the limitation or none of the unselected users can increase the estimated temporal-spatial coverage. The pseudocode of Fast-Selector is shown in Algorithm 1, where the variable flag indicates if the seeds selection is in the budget-sensitive phase or budget-insensitive phase. The value of the flag is obtained through the function networkSpreadðU 0 ; qÞ, which simulates the propagation using either extend IC or LT model described in Section 3.
Algorithm 1. Fast-Selector
Require: the users set U, the maximum number of seeds p, the maximum number of workers q. Ensure:
the selected seed set U 0 .
1: set U 0 ¼ ; and flag ¼ false. 
EVALUATION
In this section, we report the evaluation results using two large-scale real-world MSN datasets to verify the effectiveness of our approach, which mainly consists of the following components. First, we present the datasets, basic experiment settings, and baseline methods. Second, the detailed evaluation results with respect to the Fast-Selector and baseline methods are presented and compared when the size of nodes is relatively big. Third, we evaluate FastSelector and Basic-Selector through the comparative study when the size of nodes is relatively small. Finally, we summarize the above experimental results to get conclusions or implications.
Datasets Description and Baseline Methods
When selecting the dataset for evaluation, there are two criterions. First, it should contain the mobility traces from a large number of users, which will be used for mobility perdition and coverage estimation. Second, it should contain the friendship network among those users, which will be used in the seed selection algorithm and the simulation of MCS task propagation on social networks. Although there are several other open datasets containing mobility traces (such as the dataset used in [17] , [38] ), there are relatively few containing both the mobility trace and friendship network structure. Thus, we use two open datasets (i.e., Brightkite 3 and Gowalla 4 ) [15] in our experiments, because they contain both users' locations and friendship network.
When a user checks in, an individual record formatted as < user-id, check-in-time, latitude, longitude, location-id > is produced. It is difficult to detect users' movements when the distances of users' movements are small and the scale of the physical world is large. Hence, to make sure the users' movements are correctly detected, we employ part of the original Brightkite and Gowalla datasets. In the employed two subsets, the users are distributed in 240 km Â 200 km rectangle regions except those in the sea (see Fig. 3 ). Besides, we assume that the entire sensing area is divided into 480 equal-length virtual subareas (i.e., 10 km Â 10 km per subarea). By removing the subareas in the sea, there are 344 subareas which we considered in the experiment including New York, Washington, and Philadelphia where users are densely distributed. For the Brightkite dataset and Gowalla dataset, the investigated check-in records are over the period of April 2008 through October 2010 and December 2009 through October 2010, respectively. The details of the datasets are summarized in Table 1 .
Then, all these data records are reselected randomly every week as a testing dataset, while the rest are used as training dataset. Specifically, we define that sensing duration is 8:00 am $ 6:00 pm on each day and each sensing cycle last 2 hours, so that the total sensing duration consists of 5 Â 7 ¼ 35 cycles in each testing dataset. After the datasets are prepared, our experiment uses the records in the training dataset for seeds selection, and we tested the coverage using the testing data records. Finally, the results are regarded as the average performance.
The time interval of the datasets is not 2-hour (it is more sparse and without fixed sampling rate), but we still can use it in our experiment to simulate nodes trajectories and sensing data contribution. For example, if a node does not have any check-in record during a certain 2-hour cycle, then it cannot provide any sensing data to any of the subareas. If a node has more than one check-in during a certain 2-hour cycle at different subareas, then it can provide multiple effective samples in this cycle. Here, we should also note that if multiple check-ins from the same node are in the same subarea and within the same cycle, it only generates one effective sensing data sample while the rest of them are redundant.
We provide the following baseline seeds selection methods for comparative studies.
MaxDegree -This method adopts a greedy algorithm, and it incrementally selects users with the maximum degree on the social network, until the number of seeds reaches to the limitation. MaxCov -This method selects a limited number of users with the maximum temporal-spatial coverage as the seeds. Here, we adopt the algorithm proposed in [19] to implement this process. Heuristic Greedy (HG) -This method adopts a greedy algorithm, in which it incrementally selects users with highest heuristic utility. The heuristic utility is defined as MobilityðuÞ Ã DegreeðuÞ, where MobilityðuÞ is the number of subareas u has passed according to the historical records, while DegreeðuÞ is the degree of u in the social network. Na€ ıveFast -This method adopts similar greedy process as Fast-Selector. The difference is that it only uses the intuition-based rank utility b Ã DegreeRankðu; AÞ þ ð1 À bÞ Ã TrDiffRankðu; AÞ to select seeds until the number of seeds reaches to the limitation. Different from Na€ ıveFast, Fast-Selector adopts different utility functions in budget-insensitive and budgetsensitive phase. We use two metrics to evaluate performance, namely the temporal-spatial coverage and running time. We carried out experiments using a server with 32 Intel Xeon(R) E5 CPU and 128 GB memory. Basic-Selector, Fast-Selector, and other baseline algorithms were implemented in Java.
Experimental Setups
The parameters used in the experiment are set as follows.
First, we evaluate the effect of parameters on performance, including the limited number of seeds and recruited workers. We vary the number of seeds from 25 to 100 while fixing the number of recruited workers as 2000 or 5000, respectively. Second, for a given limited number of seeds and recruited worker, there are also some other parameters, in terms of the extended IC model and LT model, need to be set up. As varying each parameter is too time-consuming, we randomly set their values and run 20 rounds of experiments or set a fixed one. The average performance is calculated as the experimental results demonstrated latterly. To determine the range or the fixed value, we take the parameter setting of previous work on influence maximization [21] , [24] , [26] , [31] and our actual network into consideration, and randomly set the influence probability p 0 by neighbors of IC model as [0.1, 0.5] and the basic threshold u 0 of LT model as [0.5, 0.9]. Third, we set the F ðT; uÞ and CosðT:topic ! ; u:interest ! Þ based on a survey [34] . In this survey, we give five typical MCS tasks with description. Each task aims at collecting one type of sensing data, including the air quality, traffic congestion status, noise level, missing manhole cover, and the flow of people. We recruited 93 volunteers (50 males, 43 females, and aged from 20 to 58) through online advertisements sent to about 1,000 people working or studying across six provinces in China. Each of the recruited volunteers are asked to answer 10 questions in the survey regarding their interest level and expectation of the minimum rewards towards each task. Based on the survey results, we simulate the distribution of two parameters (i.e., F ðT; uÞ and CosðT:topic ! ; u:interest ! Þ), and then generate the value of each worker according to this distribution. Finally, b is a parameter used to balance DegreeRankðu; AÞ and TrDiffRankðu; AÞ. The parameter b in Na€ ıveFast and Fast-Selector is set at 0.64 for Brightkite and 0.56 for Gowalla since it usually achieves the highest coverage according to our experiments. Table 2 summarizes the parameters settings in our experiment.
Performance Comparison
This experiment is to compare Fast-Selector with other baseline methods using different influence propagation models (extended IC and LT model), in different datasets (Brightkite and Gowalla), and under various settings (the number of seeds and recruited workers). The parameters of interest and incentive are set differently for each MCS task, but we only report the average results due to the space limit. From Fig. 4 we can see that the Fast-Selector performs significantly better than the MaxDegree and MaxCov by achieving higher temporal-spatial coverage in different datasets or using different influence propagation models. For both two datasets and two influence propagation models, the FastSelector performs better than the Na€ ıveFast in some settings (e.g., IC model/Brightkite/2000 workers, 75 or 100 seeds), while performs almost equally in other settings (e.g., IC model/Brightkite/2000 workers, 25 or 50 seeds). By rechecking the running log, we found that the equal performance happens when the seeds selection process of FastSelector stops before the utility function is switched from budget-insensitive phase to budget-sensitive phase. In such cases, it degenerates to the Na€ ıveFast. Otherwise, FastSelector outperforms Na€ ıveFast. In summary, under various settings, Fast-Selector averagely outperforms the MaxDegree, HG, MaxCov and Na€ ıveFast (in terms of coverage) by 12.9, 9.6, 8.0 and 4.4 percent. For instance, for a sensing target area with 40 subareas (5 km Â 5 km per subarea), Fast-Selector can cover more than 129 km 2 and 44 km 2 per time slot than MaxDegree and Na€ ıveFast, respectively.
As introducing the trajectory difference is an important intuition for Fast-Selector, we further investigate how it helps to optimize the coverage by printing out the coverage status of each temporal-spatial cell between Fast-Selector and MaxDegree. Fig. 5 shows the percentage of the covered cell for each subarea during the 35 sensing cycles. From the results, we can see that the subareas with higher coverage percentage by MaxDegree tend to be concentrated, which confirms the aforementioned observation that a user commonly spreads his/her influence to others within the same community with similar routine trajectories. On the contrary, Fast-Selector considers the trajectory difference to make the recruited workers distributed more uniformly, which is beneficial for the coverage maximization. The subareas in the bottom-right of the figure fall into the sea (see Fig. 3 ) without workers passing by, which have already been removed from the experiment. Fig. 6 reports the running time of different algorithms. All results are measured on the reasonably efficient implementation of the various algorithms. Although Fast-Selector needs longer running time than other heuristic algorithms, its running time is less than 1000 seconds on both two datasets. As the algorithm is executed offline, the computation time is acceptable.
Moreover, we also verify the rationality of functions for two MCS-specific factors, where we vary the function CosðÞ and F ðÞ defined in Section 3.2. For topic similarity, we compare CosðÞ with the Jaccard similarity function JðÞ. For incentive attraction, we compare F ðÞ with the linear function. We re-execute Fast-Selector with different function combinations, and Table 3 shows the coverage comparison of different combinations on two datasets. It indicates that the function choice is reasonable on these datasets. Fig. 7 (left) shows the coverage comparison between BasicSelector and Fast-Selector, in which 1000 nodes are randomly selected from both two datasets. The results show that the Fast-Selector achieves an average 6$9 percent lower coverage compared to the Basic-Selector in different combinations of datasets (Brightkite and Gowalla) and influence propagation models (extended IC and LT model). Meanwhile, Fig. 7 (right) shows the running time comparison, where it is observed that Basic-Selector runs 100x slower than FastSelector. Thus, we can see that Fast-Selector is much more efficient than Basic-Selector while only sacrificing a slight fraction of the coverage. The reason why the Fast-Selector is more efficient is that it avoids most of the Monte-Carlo simulations adopted in Basic-Selector when iteratively selecting seeds. Although the invoking of networkSpreadðU 0 ; qÞ in Fast-Selector also brings extra computation cost, it requires much less computing time (10 simulations adopted by Fast-Selector) compared to the Monte-Carlo simulation (typically 1000 simulations) used in Basic-Selector. This is because networkSpreadðU 0 ; qÞ only need to roughly judge the phase of the propagation (i.e., budget-sensitive or budget-insensitive), while the Monte-Carlo simulation needs to accurately predict the probability of each worker to be influenced.
Basic-Selector versus Fast-Selector: A Comparison
Impact of Budget Splitting for Seeds and Non-Seeds
In this paper, we assume that the incentive reward for each seed and non-seed worker is equal. However, in realistic scenarios, we may set different incentive rewards for them. Thus, we design extra experiments to see the performance when splitting the whole budget into seed rewards and non-seed rewards. We set the total budget as 600. The reward of each seed and non-seed worker is set as 2.0 and 1.0, respectively. The total budget for seed and non-seed workers is defined as B sd and B nsd , respectively, which satisfies B nsd =B sd ¼ z and B sd þ B nsd ¼ 600: In this experiment, we vary the splitting of total budget (i.e., parameter z) for seed and non-seed users. The experimental results in Fig. 8 show that different splitting of the total budget for seed and non-seed worker do have an impact on the finally achieved temporal-spatial coverage. It implies that careful analysis about the splitting should be considered to achieve optimal coverage in social-network-assisted MCS, which can be added to the future work.
Summary and Implications
By summarizing the above experimental results, we can draw the following conclusions. First, Fast-Selector obtains significantly higher temporal-spatial coverage than the baseline methods on both two datasets, for both two extended propagation models, and under various parameters settings. Second, Fast-Selector is much more efficient than Basic-Selector. Meanwhile, coverage achieved by FastSelector is only slightly lower than Basic-Selector.
In addition, we get the following implications for MCS and other location-relevant crowdsourcing systems.
First, in terms of MCS, the social-network-assisted approach provides an alternative way for worker recruitment. In particular, in order to maximize the coverage, both the number of collaborative workers and their trajectory diversity are considered. Besides, the proposed algorithms should be appropriately adopted according to specific worker recruitment requirements. The advantage of Fast-Selector is more obvious in large-scale social networks. Thus, when workers are recruited on a large-scale social network, Fast-Selector is preferred (e.g., worker recruitment of an environmental monitoring task on Facebook, whose sensing area is a big city). However, if the size of the social network is not too large or the running time is not that crucial (e.g., worker recruitment of crowd detection task on a local community BBS, whose sensing area is a university campus), BasicSelector is preferred as it can obtain a higher coverage.
Second, in terms of crowdsourcing systems, our approach may inspire other types of location-based crowd work. Jumping out of the specific problem defined in this paper, one important inspiration of our work is the basic idea of jointly optimizing the number of crowd workers and their spatial diversity when recruiting them on the social networks. For instance, we spread a survey to people in a certain city, with the objective of jointly maximizing the volume and spatial diversity of returned answers. In this scenario, though the detailed algorithm should be redesigned, the basic insights in our work can be borrowed.
DISCUSSION
This subsection discusses the limitations in this work, which can be added to our future work.
More Sophisticated Task Acceptance Prediction Model
In this paper, one fundamental issue is to predict the set of users who will accept the MCS task. The inspiration of our work in this part lies in the insight that we should combine typical influence maximization models in social network research community with some MCS-specific factors. However, our proposed model has the following limitations. First, in addition to interest and incentives, some other factors (e.g., energy consumption and privacy concern) may also have an impact on the user's acceptance willingness. Second, the modeling of MCS-specific factors can be further explored. For example, cosine similarity may not be the best metric to measure the degree of interest matching. Third, although we propose an extended influence propagation model, it may not be the best if a real-world large-scale evaluation is executed. In summary, there are still two open research questions that need to be addressed in our future work: (a) what are the full set of factors influencing the MCS task propagation and acceptance. (b) How these factors are fused to build a more sophisticated predictive model.
Improving the Seed Selection Algorithm
Although the experiment indicates the effectiveness of our proposed algorithms, we should further improve them. For example, to avoid the time-consuming Monte Carlo simulation, Fast-Selector uses a heuristic utility function for seed selection, where both the influence and geographical distribution of seeds are considered. Specifically, we use the degree of a user on the social network graph, a widely-used influence indicator [24] , [25] , to measure users' influence. In the future work, we attempt to investigate and exploit more sophisticated influence metrics in the future work. In addition, improving the location prediction accuracy can further enhance the seeds selection. Our approach predicts the workers' location merely based on their own historical records. In fact, social relationships can be used to improve the prediction accuracy [33] , which will be added to our future work. Another part that our work could improve upon in the future is to provide performance bounds on the basic and the fast algorithm.
More Sophisticated Incentive Models
To simplify the problem, we assume that each recruited worker gets an equal incentive reward. As a matter of fact, we could explore more complicated incentive models in the future work. For example, we could assign higher reward for seed nodes than non-seed node. We can also separate the task completion from task propagation. Currently, we assume that each recruited worker will accept and complete the task, and meanwhile recommending it to their friends. Actually, we can make it more flexible. For example, if a user does not have time to complete a task but can recommend it to his/her friends, he/she can also earn a certain proportion of the rewards. In summary, the incentive models can be more sophisticated, which should be designed according to different types of MCS tasks and social network apps.
Social Network Data Availability
When implementing the proposed idea on real-world systems, there are challenges in terms of data availability. (1) Cooperative Scenarios. That is, the service providers of the mobile social network are the collaborators of the MCS worker recruitment for common interest (e.g., for social benefit, or advertisement fee, etc.), and they will actively provide the needed social metadata (e.g., friend relationships, profiles, check-in locations, etc.) after certain privacy-preserving operations (e.g., anonymization). (2) Non-cooperative Scenarios. In this case, the service providers are not the collaborators, so that we need to extract the metadata automatically from online social networks, which is much more complicated. Many social network apps provide open APIs for third-party developers, through which we can extract various types of users information needed (e.g., friends list, preference list, relative distance). However, even with these open APIs, it is still challenging to efficiently extract information while keeping the legality in terms of privacy preserving policy adopted by service providers.
Evaluation and Refinement with Large-Scale User Study
Although we use real-world social network datasets (including real friendship and trajectories) to evaluate our approach, the major limitation, which are also suffered in the state-of-the-art research work in influence maximization [21] , [22] , [24] , [25] , [26] , lie in the fact that a number of parameters of the task attributes and propagation process are simulated with certain assumptions. For example, we collect additional data from 93 online volunteers to and produce distributions of parameters, and then generate simulated workers according to these distributions and treat the generated workers as the subjects in the two open datasets (i.e., Brightkite and Gowalla). However, this process is imperfect because the generated workers may not necessarily represent the original subjects in two datasets. Therefore, we are now collaborating with a local social network (i.e., a city-scale online forum with social network structures) to evaluate our solution in real-world settings. Specifically, we attempt to publish some MCS tasks on this forum and introduce our algorithms to recruit workers. We believe such evaluations can help identify more practical issues, which will iteratively refine our proposed models and algorithms.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an MCS task worker recruitment solution based on the mobile social network. Our approach first selects a subset of users on the social network as initial seeds and pushes the task to them. Then influenced users would accept and propagate it to friends. Specifically, two seeds selection algorithms are proposed, and experiments on real-world social datasets shows the effectiveness.
Finally, we point out the limitations in models and evaluations with future work directions. 
